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a b s t r a c t

The objective of this work is the investigation of two oil-based nanofluids in a hemispherical cavity
receiver of a solar dish concentrator. The investigated nanofluids are Alumina/oil and Silica/oil, while the
used oil is the Behran thermal oil. The two nanofluids are examined experimentally and they are
energetically and exergetically compared in order to determine their performance in the solar system.
Thermal performance of the hemispherical cavity receiver was studied in the steady-state condition. The
results elucidated that the average cavity thermal performance has improved with the application of
Alumina/oil nanofluid compared to the application of Silica/oil nanofluid, and pure oil as the solar heat
transfer fluid. It was found the lower heat loss coefficient of the hemispherical cavity receiver could be
achieved using the Alumina/oil nanofluid than the Silica/oil nanofluid and pure oil as the solar working
fluids. Three models were presented for cavity thermal performance versus the parameter Tin�Tamb

Ibeam
using

investigated nanofluids, and base fluid. Exergy efficiency and overall thermal efficiency of the hemi-
spherical cavity receiver was highest using Alumina/oil nanofluid than two other investigated heat
transfer fluids. Finally, it was concluded that hemispherical cavity receiver with Alumina/oil nanofluid is
the best selection from the energy and exergy viewpoint.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Recently, renewable energy is accounted as an important sub-
ject for researchers due to increasing the world energy demand,
reducing the fossil fuel resources, and increasing the environmental
pollution. Solar energy is investigated as favorable renewable en-
ergy [1]. For this affair, solar collectors can be proposed as an effi-
cient system to absorb the solar energy. The solar concentrator
collectors such as dish collectors are similar to a heat exchanger for
converting the solar radiation to the thermal power. A huge amount
of the concentrating sunlight can be absorbed using the solar
concentrator collectors [2]. Absorbed heat from the solar concen-
trator collectors can be used in the power generation or industrial
systems [3,4]. Different kinds of the absorber are used in the dish
collectors [5,6]. The cavity receivers due to their special structure

for reducing the thermal heat losses have higher thermal perfor-
mance compared to other dish receivers [7]. Some researchers
numerically optimized different dimension of cavity receivers [8,9].

Thermal performance for different shapes of the cavity receivers
was experimentally considered in some researches as follows
[10e15]. Azzouzi et al. [10] evaluated a cylindrical cavity receiver
using water as the solar working fluid as experimental and nu-
merical methods. Good agreement was found between experi-
mental data and the numerical results. Some other researchers
designed a new two-step dish concentrator with a cavity receiver
for heating air as the working fluid of a turbine [11]. Energy and
exergy analysis of a cylindrical cavity receiver was studied during
the experimental tests [12]. Heat loss factor and optical efficiency of
the investigated solar system were presented. Also, another
research was conducted for energy and exergy investigation of a
dish concentrator using different shapes of cavity receiver with
water as the solar working fluid [13]. The results show that the
cylindrical cavity receiver has higher performance compared to the* Corresponding author.
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conical cavity receiver. Thermal performance of a cubical and cy-
lindrical cavity receiver was considered by experimental and nu-
merical methods [14]. Thermal oil was used as the solar working
fluid. A spiral receiver on a dish collector was considered by
experimental and numerical studies [6]. It was concluded the most
suitable fluids for the low-temperature application and higher
application temperature are water and Therminol VP-1 respec-
tively. Reddy et al. [15] numerically and experimentally studied the
thermal performance of a prototype solar dish concentrator which
used a modified cavity receiver as the dish absorber with water as
the solar heat transfer fluid. The results show that the increasing
the volume flow rate, the thermal efficiency can be improved. As
seen from this part of the literature review, the experimental
investigation of a hemispherical cavity receiver using oil is
accounted as a novelty subject for research.

Thermal properties of the common working fluid can be
enhanced by adding ultra-fine solid particles suspended. The sus-
pension of nano-sized particles (1e100 nm) in a conventional base
fluid is called a nanofluid. The application of nanofluids in the solar
power systems has important advantages which are given below:

- There is no problem in passing nanoparticle through the hy-
draulic cycle.

- The receiver shows more uniform temperature contribution.
- The thermal performance will be increased due to better ther-
mal properties of nanofluids compared to base fluids.

- Dependent on the nanoparticle size and shape, the enhance-
ment of the thermal performance can be changed.

There are some researchers that numerically and experimen-
tally studied the application of the nanofluids as the solar working
fluids [16e27]. Sarafraz and Arjomandi [16] experimentally
considered the application of aluminum oxide/gallium nanofluid in
a rectangular microchannel. They resulted that the gallium nano-
suspension offers a plausible potential to be used in high heat
flux systems. Mahian et al. [17] analytically investigated the Silica/
water nanofluid in a flat plate solar collector. The results show that
the outlet temperature increased and entropy generation
decreased by the application of the nanofluid as the solar working
fluid. Mohammad Zadeh et al. [18] numerically investigated the
influence of the Alumina/synthetic oil nanofluid as the solar
working fluid of a parabolic trough collector. Yousefi et al. [19]
experimentally considered the thermal efficiency of the flat plate

collector utilizing the MWCNTewater nanofluid as the working
fluid of the solar collector. The results show a more significant
difference between the nanofluid pH and isoelectric point pH
caused the higher efficiency. Yousefi et al. [20] experimentally
evaluated the application of Alumina/water nanofluid as the solar
working fluid in a flat-plate solar collector. Yousefi et al. [21]
examined the thermal performance of a flat plate collector using
the multi-wall carbon nanotubes (MWCNT)/Water nanofluid as the
solar working fluid. They resulted from the collector efficiency
enhanced by 2% using nanofluid as the solar heat transfer fluid
compares to the base fluid.

Tong et al. [22] research on an enclosed-type evacuated U-tube
solar collector (EEUSC) using Multi-walled carbon nanotube
(MWCNT)/water nanofluid as the solar heat transfer fluid. Mwesi-
gye et al. [23] thermodynamically investigated the application of
Alumina/Syltherm 800 nanofluid in a parabolic trough solar col-
lector. They reported that the receiver thermodynamic perfor-
mance improved below some Reynolds number. Madadi et al. [24]
studied the energy and exergy analysis of the parabolic dish col-
lector using a cavity receiver and Alumina/water nanofluid as the
solar working fluid. The results indicate the thermal efficiency and
exergy efficiency of the investigated collector enhanced by
increasing the nanofluid concentration. Some researchers [25,26]
numerically modeled a cavity receiver using different types of
nanofluids. They resulted that the application of nanofluid could
improve the thermal performance of the investigated solar system.
Some researchers [27] experimentally considered the application of
MWCNT/thermal oil nanofluid in a parabolic dish concentrator
with a cylindrical cavity receiver. They reported that the nanofluid
as working fluid is an effective way of improving the thermal per-
formance of the investigated solar system. It can be seen from the
mentioned literature review, the application of nanofluid is an
interesting subject for research in the solar systems. The use of
nanofluid in the solar dish system using cavity receiver is accounted
as a novelty topic for investigation.

As concluded from the aforementioned literature review,
application of nanofluids as the solar working fluid is expressed as a
novel subject for improving the thermal performance of the dish
concentrator systemwith hemispherical cavity receiver. The use of
nanofluid in solar concentrating systems is something very
important because there are great heat fluxes on the receiver and
there is a need for high heat transfer rates. In order to cover this
scientific gap, this work presents experimental results for a

Nomenclature

cp Specific heat capacity (J/kg.K)
C Concentrating ratio
Dconc Dish aperture diameter, m
E Exergy flow, W
FR Heat removal factor
Ibeam Solar beam irradiance, W/m2

K Thermal conductivity (W/m.K)
M Mass flow rate (kg/s)
Qnet Net heat transfer rate, W
Qsolar Solar irradiation on the collector, W
UL Heat loss coefficient, W

m2�C
Vwind Wind speed, m/s
T Temperature, �C

Greek symbols
h Efficiency

m Dynamic viscosity, Pa.s
r Density, kg/m3

4P Nanoparticle volume fraction

Subscripts
amb ambient
diff temperature difference between inlet and outlet

temperature of fluid
ex exergy
in inlet
nf nanofluid
np nanoparticle
opt optical
out at the outlet
s solar
th thermal
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